
Different physics options in GFS 

Convective parameterization schemes Cloud microphysics schemes

Scale and aerosol-aware 
mass flux deep convection 

scheme:  (operational)

 Revised SAS is modified to 
have scale-aware capability.

With a scale-aware 
parameterization, the cloud 
mass flux decreases with 
increasing grid resolution.
 A simple aerosol-aware 
parameterization is employed, 
where rain conversion in the 
convective updraft is modified 
by aerosol number 
concentration.
 For grid size greater (less) 
than 8 km, it  (does not) uses AS 
quasi equilibrium closure. 

Chikira-Sugiyama 
convection scheme (Chikira
and Sugiyama 2010): (being 

tested)

 Consider ensemble of clouds 
similar to AS scheme

 Based on an entraining-
plume model.

 The lateral entrainment rate 
vertically varies depending on 
buoyancy and updraft velocity.

 The updraft ensemble is 
spectrally represented with 
cloud types defined by updraft 
velocity at cloud base.

 The cloud base mass flux is 
prognostic according to the 
method of the prognostic 
Arakawa-Schubert scheme.

Zhao and Carr scheme 
(Zhao and Carr 1997): 

(operational)

 It is a simple microphysics 
scheme and predicts only 
total cloud condensate.

Many microphysical 
processes, especially the 
processes related to ice, are 
simplified or neglected. 

 Precipitation is diagnosed 
and falls to the surface 
instantaneously.

MGB  cloud microphysics
scheme (Morrison et al. 

2005): (being tested)

 It is a double-moment  bulk 
microphysics scheme predicting 
the number concentrations and 
mixing ratios of four 
hydrometeor species (droplets, 
cloud ice, rain, snow)

Application for extreme event over Kerala, 2018

Rainfall (mm/day) time series over Kerala during 06-19Aug, 2018

GFS V14 with scale-aware 
deep convection scheme

GFS V14 with Chikira-
Sugiyama convection 

scheme

Weekly rainfall (mm) accumulation over Kerala during 06-19August 2018

GFS V14 with scale-aware deep 
convection scheme

GFS V14 with Chikira-Sugiyama 
convection scheme

GFS with improved land use/land cover (LU/LC) representation

 Recently, Biswadip et al. (2018) develops better LU/LC data over Indian region. 
 The LU/LC data generated by the National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) using IRS-P6 
AWiFS with 56 m basic resolution have been scaled to 5, 2 min and 30 sec resolution which is 
available at yearly intervals.
 The Indian region of USGS data was replaced with IRS-P6 AWiFS-derived data and made 
compatible to MM5 and WRF mesoscale models.
 Initial results with GFSv14 with LU/LC shows slightly better performance. 
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A New Grid for Global Forecast System Model

• Linear grid (used in original version): The shortest 
wavelength is represented by 2 grid points → 4N ≃ 2(TL

+ 1)

• Quadratic grid: The shortest wavelength is represented 
by 3 grid points → 4N ≃ 3(TQ + 1)

• Cubic grid (implemented): The shortest wavelength is 
represented by 4 grid points → 4N ≃ 4(TC + 1)

Triangular Cubic Octahedral Grid (Collignon Projection 
of Sphere on Tetrahedron)

Generation of Octahedral grid follows simple rule for 
assigning [number of longitude points at each latitude 
circle Ni=4*i +16; i represents ith latitude circle]

Courtesy : 
ECMWF

Advantages of TCO grid and its implementation

 Improved representation of orography

 Global mass conservation improves

 Computationally more efficient

 Local derivative calculation is more accurate

 Works well with scale aware physics

Implementation of TCO in GFS V13 and V14

 Spectral Initial Condition files remapped onto the new truncation 
corresponding TCO grid.

Surface initial conditions and the fix files are regridded to the Octahedral 
reduced Gaussian grid from the conventional reduced Gaussian grid.

Horizontal diffusion coefficients has to be tuned to reduce over 
smoothening of the fields.

Some results from GFS (Tco) runs

OLR (W/m^2) at 
30hrs;
Clockwise T1534, 
T765, difference

Relationship between spectral truncation and grid 
point resolution

Comparison of the zonal variation in resolution
for the N1280 original reduced Gaussian grid
(left) with the corresponding O1280 octahedral
grid (right) on the surface of the sphere

Introduction: A Framework for the implementation of the Stochastic model in CFS [Goswami et al 2017a;b;c]

Convective tendencies are explicitly simulated in each GCM grid column which replaces the 

traditional cumulus parameterization of the GCM.

Geographical location of DYNAMO 
experiment site  (Feng et al. 2014)

Methodology 

Transition Probability is calculated from 

DYNAMO radar experiment by using 

Markov jump stochastic process in the form 

of a multi-dimensional birth-death process  

[Khouider et al 2010]whose transition 

probabilities depend explicitly on the 

midlevel moisture and CAPE, CIN and W

A unified approach to parameterization using Cloud 
Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) and subcolumns

Flow of CLUBB-SILHS
Construct the multivariate PDF of subgrid-scale variability (performed by CLUBB)

Draw subcolumns from the subgrid PDF (performed by SILHS)

Feed subcolumns into physical parameterizations and compute process rate tendencies 
(performed by a microphysics scheme)

Average microphysics tendencies from each subcolumn to form a grid box average 
profile

Conclusion
This is a noble approach to achieve an 

improved version of GFS with new grid and 
better physics constrained by observations.

CFSmcm_dynamo_olr LOG[Power: 15S-15N]

Future developmental work

LULC Default

IMD OBS GFS with default LULCGFS with Modified LULC

Results with LU/LC:

Stochastic modelling in Climate Forecast System (CFSsmcm) Model constrained by Tropical observations 
from DYNAMO

Preliminary results:

GFS T1534 GFS TCO 765

Figure (adopted from ECMWF News Letter 146)
demonstrates that the octahedral mesh (right) has a
locally more uniform dual-mesh resolution than the
reduced Gaussian mesh (left).


